
In conversation with Michael Schmidt and Dan Burt

It is early March. The warm sun is making its first appearance of the year, and
the air is full of the shouts and laughter of inexperienced punters. In a bright 
and airy New Court set, second-year English students Josh Hinton (2012) and
Ed Kendall (2012) meet with Johnian poets Michael Schmidt and Dan Burt 
to discuss everything from lust to rage, and from caesuras to the true purpose
of poetry.

Michael Schmidt is Writer in Residence at St John’s, Editorial and Managing
Director of Carcanet Press, and Editor of literary magazine PN Review. He has
published seven volumes of poetry and numerous works of fiction and non-
fiction, including The Novel: A Biography, released in May 2014. 

Dan Burt (1964) is an Honorary Fellow of St John’s. He read English here and
then graduated from Yale in 1969, before going on to a long and highly
successful career in law. His first volume of poetry was published by Carcanet
in 2008, and he has since published four more, along with a memoir, titled You
Think It Strange, of his formative years in Philadelphia.
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Josh Hinton (left) and Ed Kendall
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JH: We thought we’d start by talking about the relationship between you.
Michael, you’re Dan’s publisher, and Dan, you were persuaded to publish by
Michael. So who is the apprentice and who is the master?

DB: I’m the apprentice. There’s no question about that. Michael is a professional.
He must be the best publisher of poetry in Britain. He’s done more for it than
anyone else in the country alive today that I can think of, in terms of promoting
it. I was staggeringly fortunate to have him take an interest when my work was
shown to him, and his editing has been invaluable. So no question about who’s
the apprentice. 

JH: So Michael, what led you to publish Dan? How did that come about?

MS: When you receive a manuscript, from anybody, usually you reject it. When
I first saw your work (turns to Dan), I saw that it was interesting but it wasn’t
interesting enough to me. And then you sent some more work … 

DB: Yes, six months after I had sent the first poem I was in America, and I had an
email from Michael saying, ‘I’d like to come and see you in London, and do you
have any more poems?’ I had a few, so I sent them to him. He came down and
said, ‘I’d love to publish these’.

EK: Dan, we remembered you mentioning at the launch of your memoir You
Think It Strange that rage is a driving force behind your poetry.

DB: Absolutely. I mean, that’s what that book was about: lust, rage and the dream
of writing well. And I believe that. And it still informs me; but if I’m too angry, I
can’t write, I can’t get anywhere near a decent poem. You have to have a
distance, a coldness and a control – at least I do – to write that stuff well.

EK: Dan, poet and Newnham alumna Elaine Feinstein described you in PN Review
as an ‘angry’ poet. Michael, if you were to choose one adjective to describe
yourself as a poet, what would that be?

MS: (thinks for some time) A doubtful poet? Not reaching certainties, probably.
Whereas I think you (turns to Dan) know where you’re going. If I knew where 
I was going I wouldn’t go, I think.

DB: I know what I hate (laughs).

MS: I know what I love. That’s the difference between us: I know what I love.

JH: Do you write about what you love?
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MS: Well, no; I discover what I love as I write, really. I think almost all my poems
move toward some positive, even if it happens to be an altar rail or whatever it
happens to be. But even the ones that seem unhappy reach a good place,
whereas your poems, generally speaking, reach a solid wall. 

DB: One that comes down upon you (laughs).

EK: Changing the subject somewhat, where is God in your poetry?

(DB laughs loudly)

MS: God is in my poetry, not his poetry.

DB: Yes, I just think that’s the biggest absurdity. 

MS: I think the only thing that totally excites me about the Christian faith is the
notion of the incarnation, and the notion that there is a transcendence which
actually chooses to come down into the world, chooses to touch us and to be
touched by us, and chooses to die. It’s an interesting notion that a transcendence
chooses to experience the world of the finite. And it eroticises religion too. Being
raised up in Mexico, we certainly are idol worshippers – you have all these
wonderful statues and icons, and some of them are extremely beautiful and
sensual. It’s the sense of almost a pagan Christianity, a pagan transcendence. 
I would never write a poem about God, but notions of Christ are quite fascinating. 

DB: You’ll find there are a lot of biblical references in my poetry, but it’s not from
a theistic point of view. It’s a myth, folk wisdom generally accessible to everyone,
and I’m looking constantly for the echoes, for the references that will allow me
to compress the things I feel intensely about. I used to think the Bible was one of
those troves you could mine. Today I’m not sure. I don’t know what the young
people read. 

MS: Well, in Cambridge everybody seems to be a little bit theistic. I think the big
difference for you of course is that you’re Jewish and you have the whole of the
Holocaust as it were, as yours … 

DB: Sure. That experience of Holocaust, what happens to Jews … My mother was
not Jewish, but the ethnic mix in the family was Jewish, and my great-
grandparents on my father’s side were all wiped out in a pogrom. In 1920 –
Cossacks did the job. When you grow up in it, it focuses you, and the approach
I was taught was that this happened because they did not fight, so I was taught
to fight. There is no question what the message was: hit first, think later. Now that
wasn’t necessarily a productive way to go through school (laughs), or life, but it
sure in hell would keep you fairly safe. And yes, that’s a constant. You come out
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of that experience and the possibility of belief simply doesn’t exist. Even if I wasn’t
much more attuned to the physicists and mathematicians, who are the people 
I tend to hang out with; the rigour of their minds, the openness of it ...

MS: Some of them are believers, of course.

DB: I don’t know a believing mathematician or physicist. I could be wrong, but
I don’t think so.

JH: Having mentioned the influence of Dan’s Jewish cultural history, we were
wondering, Michael, has your time in Mexico affected your work? 

MS: Whenever I write fiction I can’t write it about anywhere but Mexico. And the
poetry … I guess it informs it to some degree. Mexicans have a strong Christian
cultural background, so when you go to Oaxaca, or when you go to a village in
the mountains for Easter, and there’s a donkey tied outside the church and they’re
all living close to the ground, and it’s a really tight community, you can see how
for them religion would be real. And the thing that I think religion does for me
and for Dan is that it gives the common reference. The sense when you read the
King James Bible or the Book of Common Prayer that you’re reading a text that
Coleridge read, that Pope read, that Goldsmith read. Some of them read it with
disdain and some of them read it with great conviction, and I just love the idea
that through the actual annals we can access and use today, we are in dialogue
with them. We are listening to the same sounds that they heard, and it’s true of
the hymns as well. I think that idea most of all keeps me close to the Christian
thing – the sense of communion.

JH: Talking about influences, looking through your poetry we felt that you both
have a confessional element that is very similar to Robert Lowell in Life Studies.
Do you think that Lowell, or any other poets for that matter, have had a particular
influence on your work? 

DB: I read Lowell when I was a young man, and I continue to read him. There was
an essay, a review of one of my early works, which used Lowell comparisons. 
But I would argue that my work uses experience I’ve had, which is all you have
to quarry, but it sure in hell ain’t confession. I work very hard to tell you what
happened and you draw your conclusions from that. I don’t think you’ll find
much in the way of ‘I fall upon the thorns of life! I bleed!’ and such. And to that
extent, Michael’s poetry is much more personal.

MS: I don’t confess. The only collection I confessed in, as it were, was The Love
of Strangers. But I think I would agree with you. I did work with Lowell when he
was at All Souls, Oxford, and I typed much of the Notebook for him. We talked
quite a lot, and I was totally obsessed with Elizabeth Bishop, and when you put
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those two in the balance with each other – Bishop’s always refining, she’s always
getting rid of the dross of contingency, and he’s always bringing it in. I love
contingency but I don’t like personal contingency very much. What I love is to
write a poem of relationship which doesn’t necessarily include me. 

JH: You do use ‘I’ quite a lot – so that’s not necessarily you?

MS: I think the ‘I’ often isn’t personal. There’s a wonderful review of early Larkin
by the Scottish poet and critic G. S. Fraser, and he was looking at a poem called
‘Churchgoing’. He says the problem with this poem is that the persona is not
consistent. And the whole point of the poem is that it hasn’t got a consistent
persona; it’s about somebody who is changed by experience, and the poem is
about the process of change in the ‘I’. So you use an ‘I’, and you don’t use an 
‘I’ to say ‘that’s me’. Well, it’s like Whitman when he says ‘I dishonour myself’.
He’s not writing about me, Walt; he’s giving us a libretto that we can all use for
ourselves. I think that when you put an ‘I’ in a poem, it is often a subjectivity that
is undergoing a transformation by an objective reality. 

DB: The problem with trying not to use ‘I’ – and I’ve struggled with this a lot – is
that as soon as you start using the third person singular, or second person, I find
the poem’s not real. And I do try to avoid the ego, the ‘I’, because I think it
distracts from what really interests me. Michael has a point, of course: the ‘I’ may
not be the personal ‘I’, the ego of the poet or the writer; it may be simply that
figure who is speaking at the time.
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JH: Michael, do you draft for as long as Dan does? 

MS: Sometimes you write and overwrite and rewrite and rewrite, and sometimes
you lose the poem in the rewriting; it just vanishes up itself. Whereas, at other
times, the first or second draft is the one that takes. Do you ever do that?

DB: That’s not my experience.

MS: Do you always revise a lot?

DB: Yes, every time. The simplest poems, even just four or five lines, will be
revised extensively. And you and I’ve argued about – or debated – the question
of meaning, form and sound … 

MS: He’s a big meaning man.

DB: I’ve had a lot of experiences through various trades and businesses, and that
gives me a store of things to explore, character and behaviour. But I do think, if
something doesn’t mean, then it’s very hard to imagine it lasting.

MS: But you see, your notion of meaning and my notion of meaning are quite
different. I think if you read a poem by Stevens – because we both love Stevens
– like ‘The Idea of Order at Key West’, you have an experience which you can’t
paraphrase. It’s something that happens as a result of a series of experiences, and
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this brings them all together. It doesn’t bring them all together in a statement; it
brings them all together in an experience.

DB: Like at the beginning of the poem, if I recall correctly? ‘She sang beyond …’

MS: (at the same time) ‘… beyond the genius of the sea.’

DB: ‘Oh! Blessed rage for order, pale Ramon.’

MS: No, that’s the middle. ‘She sang beyond the genius of the sea, the water
never formed to thought or voice, like a body wholly body, fluttering its empty
sleeves, and yet its mimic motion made constant cry, caused constantly a cry
that was not ours, although we understood.’ And I think that’s wonderful. 
The other thing he does there, which is even more miraculous, is that he 
writes this long line with two caesuras. Now, nobody’s ever done that before. 
That’s brilliant. I get off on caesuras …

JH: One thing we thought it would be interesting to discuss is the different ways
you both treat the word ‘poet’. Michael, you throw it around quite a lot. Dan, on
the other hand, you’re quite cagey about calling yourself a poet.

DB: Well, I don’t think I’m entitled. I’m new, I’m a tyro.

MS: You’re published by Carcanet – you’re a poet, dammit.

DB: I do get published in the fancy magazines, but every day, wherever I am, 
I think of all who’ve come before. They sound – from Wyatt on, I hear them. 
I hear their footsteps, I can hear their pens scratching on the vellum, and it seems
an act of enormous presumption to think I could be called the same thing as
those people. So, I try and eschew it, because if you begin to believe in yourself,
that you have a right to think that you’re in the same group as people like Yeats
and Larkin and Lowell, then you stop working hard enough. Then maybe the
second or third draft is good enough. 

MS: Yes, and I find that your poems have a very peculiar orientation – they are
really, really uncompromising. They are what Rowan Williams would call
naturalistic, in the sense that they don’t put their thumb on the scale, and I take
this to be Homeric. You know, Homer gives us somebody being slain in battle,
and as they fall he says ‘his parents would never see him come home again’, but
he doesn’t sentimentalise. I just think that you deliver experience – I deliver
sound and form, you deliver experience.
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DB: I think the best of poetry is an attempt to give the reader the same experience
I had. And I care about that, because given the changes in words, in cultures, in
philosophies and politics, language becomes irrecoverable very quickly. And if
anything you write is going to be of continual value and use, I think, it has to be
able to convey something that is concrete in the physical world. And so I try to
give the reader that experience and look for the words, the concrete imagery and
sound, blended together. And what I have seen is that people remember some of
my lines. And that tells me maybe I’m getting it half right. But I have a horror of
lying, of hypocrisy; I really hate hypocrites. One of the things I hate about
business is that you rarely say the first thing that comes into your mind – and that
drives me crazy. I find it very hard not to tell people exactly what I think.

MS: You’re doing very well today.

DB: I’m trying. Well, I owe you so much. Without Michael, I’m sure I would
never have published.

JH: Well, actually, this is quite a nice place to finish up. Let’s talk about 
PN Review, which is published out of St John’s. 

MS: I think any publisher who’s working with new work, and who is genuinely
interested not in money but in quality – not that they’re necessarily inimical –
needs some kind of vehicle. When you find a new writer you’re excited, and so
within a month, within two months, you can have some of their work in print.
And then as soon as you have it in print other people start talking about it, you
get feedback, and so on, which is very good as well because it becomes part of
a cultural conversation. I’ve always enjoyed PN Review much more than
publishing books. For example, there are young poets who I’ve discovered since
I’ve been at Cambridge, and three or four of them have now appeared in PN
Review. It’s nice for them but it’s also really nice for me. I think that it brings
something to the College too because my postbox is always completely crammed
with things addressed to ‘PN Review, St John’s College, Cambridge’ – so the
whole poetry world knows that St John’s is the centre of poetry. So you see?
You’re lucky to be here.
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Modern Painters, by Dan Burt

He trowels whites and pewters, builds a base,
Carves his oils, smears, brushes, pastes.
Black strokes for bones incise a skinless face
On an ochre field. Canvas erased,
Heaped with paint again, again effaced,
Bequeaths a palimpsest of skin and grace,
Until at last the human mask’s replaced
With slabs of flesh like a filleted fish.

We look like this after things fall apart;
The painting is the autopsy report
From an inquest where war took the part
Of coroner. The scalpel lifts to start:
Invade, split ribcage, scour thought and art,
Slit pericardium, inspect the heart;
Grab forceps, rip the viscera apart,
That heap of faiths and old philosophies

Covering the mean midden of descent,
And expose in the entrails of events
A rail-head, barbed wire ligaments,
Wounds savage beyond both Testaments’
Prophecies. With this dismemberment
The curtain fell on the Enlightenment,
Like Luftmenschen ash blacking Red regiments
On their slow slog west from Stalingrad.
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Matinée, by Dan Burt

But Paradise is locked and bolted,
and the cherubim stands behind us. 

‘On the Marionette Theatre’ Kleist (Parry tr.)

Crouched in a punt prow closing
On a limestone landing, by lawns
Ancient in Wordsworth’s time, the dons’
Daughter in jeans tenses to spring:
Thud, scramble up the bank, unlatch 
An iron wicket, and she’s loose, 
An ingénue flustering goose     
And grebe on gravel, grass, mud patch –
Groundlings at her prepubescent
Play. 

We dog her, clap, warn, wave,
Meander under architrave
And round the Backs, two senescent
Men at dusk,

punting in Eden.
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Death of the Novel, by Michael Schmidt

At Preston Station Yevgeny Bazarov
Gave up the ghost. Having found his Russian heart,
A medical vocation, just starting out
For real, becoming good against his nature,
He died. My train was late again and the snow 
Drifted across the platform. Closing the book,
I brushed the ice off of my cheeks, blew my nose.
I stamped my boots to get the circulation
Going, and so returned to the present tense. 
Thomas Buddenbrook – at the height of summer,
Arriving at St Pancras, the evening light 
In prisms playing on steel, slate and brickwork --
Clamped his rotting teeth. His heart stopped and he slumped
Beside me. I folded him away. I lost
Anna Karenina under the station
Clock in Baltimore. Speeding to Paris, Swann,
I abandoned you. The train had broken down
Just outside Turin when Gerald Crich arrived
At the hollow basin of snow, slipped, and fell,
‘And as he fell something broke in his soul, and
Immediately he went to sleep.’ I have lost
On trains, at stations, so many characters, 
Don Quixote, Mrs Ramsay, Nepomuk
A mere child, Little Dombey counting the waves,
Nell, and Mesdames Bovary first and second, 
Sweet Madame de Renal and her luminous 
Glow worm. And worse, the very worst, Hurstwood, who, 
Ragged and spent, in his small cold room, began
‘To take off his clothes, but stopped first with his coat, 
And tucked it along the crack under the door…
After a few moments, in which he reviewed
Nothing, but merely hesitated, he turned 
The gas on again, but he applied no match.’

On his tombstone Norman Douglas had inscribed, 
Omnes eodem cogimur, we all reach 
The same bourne. His final words, in character: 
‘Get these fucking nuns away from me.’ 

They die
Also, the authors, turning not into ghosts
Like ordinary pilgrims, but into stories
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As real, if they wrote truly, as what they wrote.
Stevenson, for instance, still young when he died, 
Is told and retold. Henry James adored him, 
Man and boy, savouring him in his own words,
Reshaping him as his song, ‘a child of air
That lingers in the garden there…’ Samoa 
Made him Tusitala, Teller. There he died, 
Uncorking a good bottle of Burgundy.
Omnes eodem. Conrad called on his friend
Stephen Crane at Dover. It was Crane’s last day
In England. He lay in a hotel bedroom
‘With a large window looking on to the sea.  
He had been very ill and Mrs Crane was 
Taking him to some place in Germany. 
But one glance at that wasted face was enough 
To tell me it was the most forlorn of hopes.’
Crane said, ‘I am tired.’ Then he said, ‘Give my love
To your wife and child.’ Looking back from the door,
‘I saw he had turned his head on the pillow.’
Conrad watched from the threshold, noting how ‘he 
Was staring out of the window at the sails 
Of a cutter yacht that glided slowly like 
A dim shadow against the grey sky.’ He pulled
The sea around him, tight around his shoulders.
It was cold. 

I stamp my boots. The train arrives.
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